Dear Friend of Possibility Management,

The global circle of Possibility Management Trainers is finding our voice. We want to share with you the precious and exciting treasures we are discovering. And we want to hear from you about the High Level Fun you are creating with your Possibility Management tools and distinctions.

Not only do we want to hear from you, we want you to visit us all over the world in person. A small team of us has built the Possibility Couchsurfing platform, where anyone who has completed an Expand The Box training - or who participates in a regular Possibility Team - can join the private Possibility Couchsurfing Facebook group and either provide a place for roving Possibilitators to stay a bit for free, or visit other Possibilitators around the world.
Possibility Couchsurfing website: http://possibilitycouchsurfing.org
Private Possibility Couchsurfing Facebook Group. https://www.facebook.com/groups/755035374982208/. When accepted into the Facebook group you gain access to the World Map of Possibility Couchsurfers and also the Host Contact Information. The Map of Possibilitators to visit is already amazing!

All the best from Your Possibility News Team!

POSSIBILITY COUCHSURFING

**PERSONAL STORY:** Eva Zitta
"As a new Trainer I was struggling and questioning myself for two or three years, wondering where is my place in this Trainer Guild? How do I fit in? I recently realized that I am no longer in school, and this is not a company. I do not have to adapt to standards set by some authority. I am one of the creators of the Trainer Guild! Possibility Management is a living system and I am myself in it!"

**PERSONAL STORY:** Georg Pollitt
"I was recently hammered by the clearest feedback ever in the Trainer Torus circle, but no one rejected me. I could join with the others during lunch. A new me was already relating to everyone, a me I did not know even a few hours before. It was so amazingly fun, a totally different orientation from resisting feedback. I saw that when I don't reject myself because of getting critical feedback, I can receive more feedback."
**ARTICLE:** "The times you most poignantly re-experience your 'woundedness' are times that new parts of your Being are ready to be born. Once your new Being parts actively participate in your life, you don’t need to remember your ‘wounds’ anymore, like the acorn and the chick naturally abandon their shells. What will it take for you to stop walking around as a 'wounded' person? You shift of identity from "I am wounded," to "I am alive." Your ‘resurrection’ gains strength through consciously enjoying the freedom-of-movement that comes from integrating your ‘wound’ as part of your birthing process. You are no longer wounded. You are born. Focus on applying your new skills." From the article *Wounds As Gateways* by Anne-Chloé Destremau.

**FILM:** The film 'Ritual' from Possibilitator Marietta Shürholz and her team comes out in March 2020 ([https://bernhardhaaser.wixsite.com/ritual-film](https://bernhardhaaser.wixsite.com/ritual-film)). Watch the trailer here: [https://vimeo.com/386701227](https://vimeo.com/386701227).

**BOOK:** The new book from Patrizia Patz, Possibility Trainer is published! *Gefühle: Emotional gesund in einer rationalen Welt* (The book is in German. The title translates as: *Feelings: emotional health in a rational world.*) If you like the book, please rate it at Amazon with a few words that inspire others to learn about what you are exploring.

**DOORWAYS INTO POSSIBILITY MANAGEMENT GAMEWORLD**

- Possibility Management Website
- Possibility Managers
- Possibility Management Page
- Possibility Management Group
You receive this email because you wanted to discover what it is like to change your mind. You can change your mind about anything, even about receiving this email. If this is the case, let us know by clicking on the links below.